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BCS British &
Commonwealth Society

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

An assorted issue

Message from the Chairman

MICHAEL ROYSTER
We will start, once again, with current events. First, “Mais Médicos”
is still having to confront the opposition of Brazilian medical
associations. Second, the USA still spies on Brazil, and though
Dilma went to NYC, she didn’t go to Washington DC. Third, the
US Congress, in a sort of collective hara kiri, is throwing the entire
country onto its sword, shutting down “non-essential” government
services. Fourth, the Brazilian Supreme Court decided, by a 6-5
vote, to give a second chance to some of the “mensaleiro” scoundrels
convicted by 6-5 votes. Who said it’s not about the numbers?
But, despair not, we have lots of good news in this issue. Rock in Rio
happened in 2011 and again in 2013, and we have veterans of both
to comment upon what happened and what didn’t, even—can you
believe it?—one of our readers up on stage with BRUUUUUUCE.
We have a new contributor, Arthur Powers, oft resident in Rio and
now a published author, who has submitted a published short story.
We already have a poem by another writer lined up for November,
and we welcome submissions from any readers who have (short)
material they’d like to share. The Quondam, of course, will have
editorial discretion and a finely honed red pencil.

in skirts” are dancers! Go to 4Corners and More for details and
then go to the events!
And, while you’re at it, if you’re in the vicinity of the newly
refurbished BCS and Church offices at 99 Real Grandeza, have a
look at the notice board, where, mirabile dictu, the entire issue of
The Umbrella will be shown in colour. We can’t afford to print in
colour, but… on the internet, you can see this and all our issues
since the beginning of 2013 in a format which you will surely
appreciate.

There are several exciting Community events happening this
October, including an American Roots Project Happy Hour, and
no fewer than three Ceilidhs for those of you who know that “men
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Finance:

Rock in Rio

Our regular irregulars offer more good news: Georgia writes on
an upcoming sporting Centennial, Nan on the lovely seasonal
Equinox, Henry on his search for the Choppduto, and Ewa lets us
know about theatrical house calls. Moreover, balancing out the sad
but necessary In Memoriam columns, we have news that a local
couple joyfully celebrated 60 years of marriage, a fact which came
to the notice of Buckingham Palace.

Societies INFO

The BCS Council is reaching mid-term
in your current Chairman’s second
tour of duty, so I thought it would be a
good moment to update our members
with Council news.

Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for claims
made either in the ads or the classifieds, and the opinions expressed in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.
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Membership I am pleased to advise
that members have been very
supportive regarding payment of
subscription fees. Some 10% are
delayed, who will hopefully settle up
after a friendly contact. The society is
in need of boosting membership and
we would appreciate any assistance
from our members in this respect.
Events: I highlight the QBP 2013 which
took place on 8th June in the Jubilee
Hall with the presence of our ConsulGeneral Paula Walsh. A lovely high tea
event was put on, with focus on family,
children and the special ladies in our
community. (See BCS website.)

BCS Yearbook

Stubborn inflation has led Brazil’s
Central Bank to raise interest rates in
2013, leading to a fall in bond prices
and rise in property yields. This
has negatively impacted the BCS’s
investments since we started the
year with 30% in inflation-adjusted
government bonds and 11% in
property funds. For the first 8 months
of 2013, the society’s investments
fell 1.7%. This negative investment
income follows several years of good
results, which means that we can
withstand it. But it shows the need for
strong reserves when our activities
depend so much on our investment
income. We are also very dependent
on rent from the property, which not
only pays for property maintenance
but also contributes towards our
other activities. These go beyond
our membership and into the wider
community. For example, our welfare
and charitable activities benefit nonBCS members, our office provides
services for other societies and we
continue to subsidise The Umbrella
for the benefit of the whole English
speaking community in Rio.

Membership and
Communications:

The society was fortunate in the choice
of 200 years of the publishing of “Pride
and Prejudice” by Jane Austen as
the theme of Yearbook 2013, which
is being celebrated in Britain and
throughout the world.
A Digital version of Yearbook 2013 in
pdf format – a light megabyte model
(4 mb) of the whole 2013 yearbook
has been launched in pdf. For data
protection reasons the Council
decided that it should only be available
upon request. Any member is welcome
to this light edition and I kindly ask
them to contact the BCS Office who
will send them a copy.
BCS Yearbook theme for 2014

-

Discussion of the matter at our
Council meeting rejected an initial
theme proposed by Robert Hartley
of 1st World War – 1914-2014 for the
Yearbook 2014. It was suggested that
perhaps we should not celebrate the
beginning of the war, but the end of
it in 2018. The Council did approve
an alternative theme of FIFA World
Football Cup 2014, which will take
place in Brazil, especially since we
invented the game!
Umbrella hardcopy: 600 Umbrellas
continue to be printed each month
at an annual cost of approximately
R$42.000 against advertising revenue
of some R$10.000, giving a net loss of
around R$32.000. To get advertising
requires a constant effort and we
would welcome anyone who might like
to help or who would like to advertise.
I believe we will eventually manage to
cut costs by going online. My weekend
British newspaper has recently stopped
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delivering in Brazil and given me a free
IPad subscription for the rest of the
year, which I was not happy about,
but am now finding to be excellent as
I can pick up the reports immediately
without needing to wait a few days for
delivery. At the same time, reading
on a tablet is much more convenient
than on a desktop as it is possible to sit
comfortably on the terrace or lounge
on a sofa while doing so. Unlike the
printed version, the Umbrella online
is in splendid colour and available
on the BCS website at the beginning
of each month. We hope that most
members will quite soon switch to this
new format.
BCS website continues to serve
for more permanent membership
information (please make sure your
details are up to date) and at present
supports social network information.
Even so, following the trend, a BCS
Facebook is in development and we
hope to be in a position to invite our
members to participate before the end
of the year.

Welfare:

The BCS continues to undertake
significant welfare initiatives for the
needy and vulnerable in the British
community. In consideration to those
involved no details are mentioned
here, but any member is welcome to
contact me or Noreen Smith regarding
BCS Welfare work. In the current year
it is expected that total Welfare and
Charity expenditure will reach some
R$260,000.

Property:
The Real Grandeza 99 properties are
the society’s main asset and focus
3
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of attention. Run jointly with The
British School and Christ Church, we
are always seeking ways to improve
efficiency.
PRC – The Trustees of the Properties
have set up a Property Review
Committee (PRC) to review the way
RG99 is run. This is formed of two
members each from the BCS, the
British School and Christ Church. The
PRC has had three meetings and is
progressing with a modus operandi
Electricity Project – this project
involves replacing much of the old
wiring, switches and fuse boxes
throughout the Real Grandeza 99
property and is of great importance
and complexity. Due to the ongoing
activities at RG99 in the 2nd semester,
the Council decided to postpone the
project’s implementation until January
2014, during the school holidays, since
the work will involve a blackout for 4
or 5 full days. This has also given us
more time to obtain quotes.
RG99 Drainage Project: The society
gives its sincere thanks to the British
School which in July made a major
repair to all the drainage system around
the inner sports patio and along both
site entry and exit roads. The drainage
system had collapsed over the years
causing localised flooding during
heavy rain.
Refurbishment of BCS Offices and
Church vestry – You will be pleased
to know that the BCS Offices are being
smartened up with refurbished offices
due before the end of this year. Across
the corridor, the Church Vestry is also
undergoing a small revolution with
repair and varnishing of the parquet

Vestry refurbishment
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New driveway

flooring and elimination of mould on
the walls.
Lastly I would like to mention that we
have been able to give our friends of
the St. Andrew Society some logistical
assistance to enable their famous
parties to remain amongst us for the
enjoyment of all.
As always, we welcome comments from
members and any who would like to be
involved, especially in the Membership
and Communications area.
Thank you
Robert Barclay – Chairman – The
British and Commonwealth Society of
Rio de Janeiro

Rock Family (’60s-’70s-style rock and
country rock).

the regular show of rootsy American
music.

The River Country Trio features Peter
Warner (rhythm guitar and vocals),
Steve Yolen (5-string banjo and
vocals), and Tony Lupidi (mandolin
and vocals). Both Peter and Steve
are past presidents of the American
Society Rio (2 outta 3 ain’t bad). The
Trio and its sound are well known to
the many hundreds of people who
have shown up at the Society’s annual
America’s Day events during the past
decade, where the group has been a
featured attraction.

Why: Because it’s there! And if ya
love live American music, American
snacks and bar food, all served up in
an American-style saloon, where else
ya gonna go!? In Steve Yolen’s words,
“It’s like going out to a road house in
the 1960s, somewhere on Route 66 in
east Oklahoma, to watch Jerry Garcia
and the Grateful Dead when they were
just starting out.”

As the trio has become a quartet –
with another American musician
joining in, Bruce McBee (dobro and
5-string banjo) – the band now goes
by the name River Country, and its
the anchor for the American Roots
projects, which is turning Rock Street
success into a monthly happening in
Botafogo, where fans can get a regular
shot of rhythm ’n’ blues, as well as
gospel, folk, classic country, TexMex, rockabilly, bluegrass, newgrass,
country jazz, folk-rock, and…well, you
get the picture.
Better yet, ya oughta get the sounds!
Where? Saloon 79, whose proprietor, a
lawyer/musician turned saloonkeeper,
Tony Rocker (can he have a more
perfect name than that), has decorated
his establishment as an American-style
bar and grill that showcases the best in
live American music, five nights a week.
So, here’s the good parts version…

How much: A measly R$20 cover for
the Happy Hour and the show! Plus,
Tony Rocker promises discounts on
food and drink.

When: Thursday, October 10, 2013
from 7:00 to 9:00 pm
Where: Saloon 79 at Rua Pinheiro
Guimarães, 79 in Botafogo
Who’s on first: During the Happy
Hour, at 8:00 pm, it’ll be River Country
plus a special guest.
Who’s on second: Following the Happy
Hour, at 10:00 pm, stick around for

“Rock in Rio” is over and October is
the season for the “Sound of Scotland”
to fill the air waves around Rio.
The Macae Ceilidh is on Saturday
October 12, starring Scotland´s top
accordionist, Iain MacPhail, in the
Sheraton Four Towers Hotel, starting
7:30 pm. This Ceilidh is replacing
the Caledonian Ball as the main
annual gathering hosted by Scots in
this region, with every clan tartan on
display. Our friends from Buenos Aires
will be going and we also expect to have
a good turnout from Rio. Tickets are
R$ 150 inclusive of buffet and drinks.
Contact Jimmy Frew at 21 9206 1977
for tickets and minibus transport.

Did somebody mention pancakes?
They should have, because last month
the American Society Pancake
Breakfast broke over 250 fasts, with
people lining up inside and outside
for pancakes, griddlecakes, flapjacks,
etc as well as bacon and maple syrup,
coffee and juice and (most important)
camaraderie! The flippers and flappers
and pourers and servers and cleaner
uppers all worked off lots of calories
while young and old enjoyed one of
the great American traditions. Special

We´ll also be hosting the annual
Paissandu Ceilidh to round off the
weekly Scottish dancing sessions, at the
Paissandu club, on Tuesday October
15. Live music will be provided by Iain
MacPhail and Stuart Forbes.
More information regarding these
events can be obtained from Suzan
Carter at <standrewrio@standrewrio.
com.br>
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Once again, many thanks to the
Copacabana Palace Hotel, the British
Commonwealth Society, IRM Services,
Rig Project Solutions, York Research,
Price Waterhouse Cooper and the
Macaé Oilmen´s Golf Association for
supporting the St Andrew Society.

RBL Royal British Legion
With November approaching quickly,
its time to remind, and solicit, the
support of our community for
the Royal British Legion’s main
fundraising event of the year.
This year the RBL is hosting a
prestigious black tie dinner at the
Copacabana Palace Hotel - Green
Room, seating eighty persons. It will
be held on Friday 8th November,
starting 7:30 pm, the Friday before
‘Remembrance Sunday’.

On October 18 the St Andrew Society
will be hosting a new event called
the “Caledonian Ceilidh” in the
Jubilee Hall, Botafogo, from 7.00
pm, in partnership with the British
Commonwealth Society and the
Copacabana Palace Hotel.

American Roots Project

American Roots is the brainchild of
performers from Rock in Rio 2011 who
were part of Rock Street, a physical
recreation of New Orleans’ Basin Street
that featured street musicians and their
offerings of several styles of American
music. These included American Alan
Pratt (folk, folk-rock and country of
the 1960s-70s); River Country Trio
(traditional bluegrass and country), as
well as Brazilians Claudia and Hanna
Sette, and Toni Roqueiro from The

SAS St Andrew Society

Who are those guys pictured (left to
right) on the Saloon 79 stage are River
Country bluegrassers Peter Warner,
Steve Yolen, Bruce McBee, and Tony
Lupidi.

AmSoc American Society Rio Happy Hour!
The American Roots Project, designed
to showcase traditional American
music in Rio de Janeiro’s live music
scene, is now into its fourth month
and gaining a cult status among those
who are looking for a change from
dominant Brazilian offerings of samba,
chorinho, MPB and bossa nova.

thanks to OLM for hosting (again!) this
grand event. Check out the pictures
alongside, you might find yourself
there!

This will be another opportunity to
dance and listen to Iain MacPhail,
who provides the music for the
annual Gillies Ball in Balmoral Castle,
hosted by Queen Elizabeth. Iain has
been coming to Rio to play at the
Caledonian Ball in the Copacabana
Palace hotel every year since 1986. In
addition to the simple steps of ceilidh
dances taught on the spot by Audrey
Hieatt, there will be a bit of disco for
all ages, plus bagpipes and dancing
displays from the Petropolis highland
dance group.
Finger food will kindly be provided by
the Copacabana Palace head chef and
there will be a cash bar with a selection
of reasonably priced local and Scottish
beverages. The parking area is free but
don´t drink and drive. Boletos costing
only R$40 each are available on the
BCS website. You don´t need to dress
up for this occasion - casual kilt, shirt,
pants or jeans are all acceptable.

The RBL, as with the other British
community societies, is in a bit of a
holding pattern, as our numbers sadly
fade away. The Rio de Janeiro Branch
is still assisting deserving members of
our community. We try to limit our
outgoings with the income from bank
savings, but it has been a turbulent year
for savings no matter how well they are
invested. This makes our annual event
in 2013 all the more important.
We hope to have a guest speaker to
inform, or amuse, and possibly both.
The calorie and fat free menu (for one
day only) consists of:

Cocktail:
Cold Canapés: Grison meat skewer
with asiago cheese; Straw biscuits stuffed
with cream cheese and caviar; Crème
brulée with goat cheese amarena; Crêpe
stuffed with dried tomatoes and arugula
Hot Canapés: Vol au Vent of heart of
5
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palm; Lamb Croquette with Dijon dip;
Shiitake Puff; Mini Quiche Lorraine
Dinner: Bouquet of salad greens with
figs, nuts, parmesan cheese; Fillet
mignon, red onion and port wine sauce,
accompanied by cheese and walnut
risotto and zucchini with candied baby
carrots.
Pudding: Banana chocolate pyramid
with cinnamon ice cream.
Drinks: Coffee, tea and petits fours

you doing the things you dreamed
of…or are you just moving from day
to day? Do you want to see more…
do more…and be a part of something
meaningful and special? If so, this
is the moment that can change your
life!
Does your wish list include more
fun weekends away with lots of new
friends? How about excursions around
Rio with other expats and Brazilian
friends, discovering the special things
Rio has to offer? Maybe assuaging
your social conscience by helping in
underprivileged communities, where
you can share your professional or
English language skills?
As 2013 moves into its final months,
this is the perfect moment for you to
determine an action plan and, together
with the InC, design 2014!

Wine, beer, mineral water, soft drinks
and fruit juices will be served, plus the
usual beverages that really do require
the use of a taxi.
On behalf of the Royal British Legion –
Rio de Janeiro Branch, the committee
welcomes all its supporters to a right
royal feast, and the commemorative
service on Remembrance Sunday,
10th November at 10:30 am at Christ
Church.
Please see our advertisement on the
back cover of this October issue of The
Umbrella for details as to how to obtain
your tickets.
Colin Reed, Chairman

INC International
Newcomers Club
Dear Friends,
If you are someone who enjoys planning
ahead and being a part of something
bigger, October is a very important
month for you! Great opportunities are
opening up, as the International Club
Rio begins to focus on 2014.
Please take a moment and think about
next year. Imagine seeing yourself
doing the things you dreamed about
when you first heard that you were
coming to live in Rio. How does it
feel now that you are here, in one of
the most beautiful cities in the world,
where the Christ statue, overlooking
our glorious bay, welcomes you with
wide open arms? Ask yourself, are
6

Here is how you can tune in. Between
now and the Annual General Meeting
at the end of October, please come
and talk to me or send me an email
(president@incrio.org.br) telling me
what you would like to experience.
Go to our website <www.incrio.org.
br> and browse through our online
magazine THE ECHO. In our October
1st edition you will find an interesting
article outlining our Board and the
committee positions, but before you
do, let me tell you about some of the
things the bios don’t say.
We are all volunteers and give what
time and energy we have available. All
of us travel, have kids, pets and busy
existences. We do what we can and
cover for one another—flexibility is
the name of the game. Being organized
and reliable is the other side of the
coin. If you have new project ideas,
but your Portuguese skills make you
feel insecure, don’t worry, we will try
to find a skilled speaker to buddy with
you.
If this sounds a bit like you and you
would like to be part of something
bigger, while making friends along the
way, please join us for an incredible
ride in 2014.
You might be asking yourself, how is it
that the InC works so well and has so
many activities? The answer is, we are
all volunteers, and do what we do out of
love. We are a non-profit organization
and all our surplus goes to Charity.
We try to keep tasks “bite size” and
give you the opportunity to define
your own time limits. Maybe your
interests lie in the creation of events, or

in fundraising, charity or welcoming
newcomers and organizing cafezinhos;
maybe excursions are your thing, or
writing, or interviewing speakers; or
maybe you enjoy fun cooking or arts
and crafts. Let us know and, like the
Christ Statue, we will welcome you
with wide open arms!
For our regular activities, please check
the Umbrella calendar for date and
times. Guests and newcomers are
always welcome.
My best to you all,

Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Christ Church Secretary
Karen (telephone 2226-7332, from
11am to 2 pm) or to BCS Secretary
Gaynor
(telephone
2537-6695
between 8.30 am and 4.30 pm). Please
remember that between 2 pm and 3.30
pm when the school day ends, cars are
not allowed into the grounds.
Christmas Crackers will be decorating
the shelves again this year. We have
just finished wrapping up the last box!

Bonnie

Reminder: Our marmalades, pickles
and chutneys will only be on sale up to
October 15th when we suspend sales
of these products to stock up for the
Christmas Bazaar.
We are counting on your support to
ensure the event will be successful!
Thank you.

TBS The British School

WDA Women’s Diocesan
Association
Christmas Bazaar
We are now only two months away
from the Christmas Bazaar. The ladies
of the WDA are working very hard on
a varied selection of embroidered items
such as hand towels/tea towels etc.,
for the handicraft stall. These articles
make very nice Christmas gifts. If you
have not already done so, please make
a note in your agenda - this year the
Bazaar will take place on Saturday
7th December, from 2 pm. As usual,
it will be held in the Jubilee Hall,
Christ Church, Rua Real Grandeza
99, Botafogo.

are preparing the mincemeat, and in
case you’re wondering, those smiles
are because they love their work, not
because of the spirits in the bottle Leila
is holding!

In the photo you will see some of the
WDA ladies who are responsible for
producing all the Christmas goodies.
From left to right: Rosangela Rocha,
Ducilia Nunes and Leila Grivet. They

The British School, Rio de Janeiro and
the PTA are excited to prepare for the
2nd Annual International Fair to be
held at the Botafogo Site on Saturday,
Oct 5, from 12 to 4 p.m. This charitable
event raises proceeds to benefit selected
local NGOs such as CELPI, Casa Arte
Vida and One By One and this year
our goal is to raise R$10.000! Help us
meet our goals by donating products
or services for our raffle drawing.
Anything you can contribute will be
truly appreciated.

This is a wonderful opportunity to learn
and explore the many diverse cultures
of our increasingly international
community. Join us for the party and
buy Raffle Tickets to support charitable
causes and win prizes such as:
• The British School International Fair
Cookbook (English & Portuguese!)
• iPad
• Kindle Paperwhite
• Golf set
• Authentic official Delft blue plate
from Holland
• Accessories clutch from Dashie Bolsas
• PULSEIRITCHAX bracelets from
designer Alessandra Curvelo
• In-home manicure from Manicure
Express
• 3 spa treatment from Donne Spa
Leblon
Thank You! Obrigada! Gracias! Merci!
Dhanyavaad! 감사합니다 ! 谢谢!
Twalumba!

Some of our readers will have
received our annual letter appealing
for items for the Swiss Lottery and
the Giant Raffle. Anything you can
send along to us, from small items
of propaganda such as pens bearing
your logo, agendas etc. to items that
can be included in the Raffle, will be
welcome. It is a good way to gain a
little free publicity and will help the
WDA so much to raise funds for the
different charities at the end of the
year. If you did not receive a copy of
the letter but would like to make some
form of contribution, your help will
be much appreciated.
White Elephant Stall – We wish to
make a special appeal for this stall
which is always a popular feature at the
Bazaar. Throughout the year, any items
we receive that are almost new and
in good condition that can be sold as
Christmas gifts as well as for personal
use, we set aside for the White Elephant
Stall. If you have any household items,
ornaments, children’s toys, games,
jigsaw puzzles, that you could let us
have, they would be very welcome.
7

Rio Yacht Club: a Little Slice of Britain

Sports

A recent BBC TV series called
“Empire”, presented by Jeremy
Paxman, devoted a whole programme
to Sport as one of the British Empire’s
most enduring exports and binding
materials. Although Brazil was not part
of the Empire, the British left a legacy
in Niterói. A large British population
was based here in the 19th and early 20th
centuries, where it established the Rio
Yacht Club and the Rio Cricket Club.
The Rio Yacht Club started off as the
“Rio Sailing Club” 99 years ago. It
changed name during the Vargas years,
when foreign-sounding names were
anathema, but the name “The Sailing”
has stuck to this day. Although now
largely Brazilian, many members are
second or third generation British/
European and it still has quite a British
‘feel’ to it. Initially it was not just about
sailing, as there were swimming and
rowing competitions plus an annual
Sports Day.
Sir Ralph Paget, the very first British
Ambassador to Brazil when George
V raised it from a Legation in 1918,
presented the 400 yards swimming
cup, as did his predecessor Sir Arthur
Peel, envoy to Brazil between 1915-18.
Visiting ships, such as HMS Endurance
and the Ark Royal, left their emblems
over the Bar, where there is also a
plaque from HMS Thetis, recovered
in 1965 from the waters near Arraial
do Cabo now called “Enseada Thetis”
or “Saco dos Ingleses” where she was
shipwrecked in 1830. Fitzroy served on
HMS Thetis before he became Captain
of The Beagle; and both Darwin and
Fitzroy mention it with sadness in their
diaries as The Beagle passed this cove
on its way to Rio.
Consideration of its history is very
pertinent at the moment, as the
Club gears up to prepare for its 100th
anniversary next year. This period
has seen the consolidation of its site
and Club House, heroics from some
of its members during WW2 (for
instance, Malcolm Causer, DSO for
great gallantry, the ‘human torpedo’,
responsible for sinking the German
cruiser Bolzano in a heavily-defended
Italian harbour) and the focussing on
sailing rather than other water sports.

Brazilian Class of yacht, the HagenSharpie, developed from the Sharpie
by an early member (Mr Hagen) in
1915 and modified by Preben Schmidt
in 1936. This easily built boat, which
adapted Brazilian yacht building to the
constraints of local building materials
and insufficiently skilled workforce,
soon proved its worth in competitions.
The Club still has a legendary boat
from those early years, the Six Metre
Class Aileen, which won the silver
medal in the Stockholm Olympics and
has been lovingly cared for by several
generations of the Schmidt-Grael
family. She is in perfect condition and
still competes in local regattas.
This focus on sailing has reaped major
dividends, the Club being one of the
foremost in terms of Olympic medals
(12 so far) and other international
medals. Axel and Erik Schmidt
were the first Brazilians to win a
world sailing title and by 1965 were
the first Brazilian three-time world
sporting champions, matched only
by the football team five years later!
The Sailing’s current Commodore,
Torben Grael, was recently ISAF
International Sailor of the Year and,
together with a fellow sailor, Robert
Scheidt, is the Brazilian athlete with
the most Olympic medals (gold in
Atlanta-96 and Athens-2004, silver in
Los Angeles-84, bronze in Seoul-88 and
Sydney-2000). Isabel Swan, who won a
bronze at the Peking Olympics in 2008,
is the first Brazilian woman to achieve
an Olympic sailing medal. And, hot off
the presses, Douglas Gomm and Lucas
Mesquita have just become the 2013
World Junior Snipe champions!
The Club is also looking forwards,
not only to its 100th birthday next
year, but to the Olympics. Although
Torben has stepped down from

From the Chaplain

Harvest Festival
Rev. Ben Phillips

Olympic competition, he has recently
been appointed as Chief Trainer for
the Brazilian Olympic Sailing Team.
Sadly the Star Class, a Class in which
he and his brother Lars have had
major successes, will no longer feature
in the Olympics. However, the Club
has hopes of some its other sailors
featuring in the Olympics, such as
Torben’s daughter Martine and her
partner, Kahena Kunze.
Martine has already reaped medals
in the 420 and Optimist Classes and,
earlier this year, with Kahena, in the
newest Olympic Class, the 49erFX.
Martine and Kahena are currently
second in this Class rankings, after New
Zealanders Alex Maloney and Molly
Meech. Other Club sailors hoping to
be selected to compete in 2016 include
Marco Grael and Gabriel Borges in the
49er Class, Isabel Swan and Renata
Decnop in the 470, and Claudia Swan
and Clinio Freitas in the Nacra 17
Class. The last Class was developed
especially for the 2016 Olympics, and
requires a mixed crew of a woman and
a man.

Hopefully our service will be a fun way to
give thanks for God for all that he gives
us. We will be decorating the church and
singing the traditional English hymn “We
Plough the fields and scatter” but we will
also have action songs for childen and our
ever popular chocolate challenge.
After the sevice we will have a bring and
share/ Pot luck Harvest Fellowship Lunch.
Everyone is invited, if you would like to
contribute a dish for 6-8 people please
contact the church office.
Church Office, R. Real Grandeza, 99,
Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil, CEP
22281-030 Tel Office (9-12, 1- 4 p.m.):
55(21) 2226-7332 Fax: 55(21) 2226-7053
E’mail: chchurch@terra.com.br

On 6th October at our 10.30am
FAMILY SERVICE in Christ
Church
On Sunday 6th October we will be
celebrating Harvest Festival at our Family
Service in Christ Church. This will be a
little bit traditional and a little bit modern,
a little bit British and a little bit Brazilian.
Harvest has been celebrated over the
millenia by most cultures but the church
service of Harvest Festival is a particularly
British invention begun by a Victorian vicar

in Cornwall to celebrate the abundance of
God’s provision in creation.
Although we will be following the British
date for harvest we will be gathering
Brazilian produce to give to the most
needy; rather than tins of baked beans and
bags of apples we are asking people to bring
Brazilian staples of rice and beans (aswell
as any other long lasting food stuffs). The
gifts will be going to Reencontro in Niteroi
to help feed the children there and given to
the mission in Rio das Pedras run by Roy
and Noreen Smith.

In the run-up to the Olympics, the
Club is also being used as a training
base for the Irish and New Zealand
sailing teams. Some of them have
already been out here in the last
couple of months, including Annalise
Murphy, the ‘discovery’ of the last
Olympics, coming 4th in the Women’s
Laser Radial class and currently ranked
2nd in the world.
It is very pleasing to see that an
institution founded all those years ago
by local Brits continues to flourish and
still bears the hallmark of its origins.
[by Georgia Duckworth]

In its early years, its fleet consisted of
classical boats, ‘modern’ ones such as
Sharpies, as well as cat boats and ‘Sixes’.
The Club pioneered the first genuinely
8
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

THEATRE

CHEESED OFF!

THEATRE AT HOME
HENRY ADLER

I don’t know about you but one of the
things I most miss in Brazil is a decent
bit of cheese. It was even worse decades
ago as you couldn’t buy cheeses imported
from Europe but had to smuggle them in
returning from abroad – or got visitors to
bring them in hoping they didn’t get caught
at Customs and have them confiscated.
Nowadays you can buy imported cheese
- if you can afford it! Unfortunately it’s
often pre-packaged so you can’t sniff it
approvingly. And then you don’t know how
long it’s been stuck on the dockside in Rio
sweating for days in the sun before being
frozen in a cold store and then being put on
the supermarket shelf.
But, I hear you say, what about queijo
minas, the real thing i.e. actually made in
MG. I don’t want to offend any lovers of the
stuff but it’s not really cheese, is it! And as
you’ll see most of them aren’t actually made
in MG, they’re just generic versions from
elsewhere. Cheese should have a distinctive
taste accompanied with a glass of decent
wine (something else that’s rather lacking
locally, though not regionally). And the
best wine and the best cheese rather bring
out the best in each other, don’t you think?
You would never drink a decent glass of
rouge with queijo minas! Or even a glass of
“plonko tinto”!!

BRAZILIAN CHEESE?

So are there any Brazilian cheeses (that
aren’t Argentine imports) worth looking
for? On our travels we have occasionally
come across something worthwhile. Once
in the interior of Espírito Santo, the part
colonized by Italians, we came across a van
selling local produce. They had large wheels
(the cheese, not the van) of what they called
Parmesan. It looked like the real thing but
did it taste like it? The owner did the right
thing: he drilled through to the middle of
the cheese from the top until he got about
halfway then withdrew a fine core of cheese
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and gave us the tip to try. Now that’s a
professional! It still needed a bit longer we
thought – and so did he. So he replaced
the core and sealed it with some wax. Then
he pulled out a matured wedge which was
just perfect. It just about lasted until we got
back to Rio …..
And the goat’s milk cheeses from around
Friburgo. OK they’re passable imitations
of the real thing. But what is real goat’s
milk cheese? My well-thumbed edition
of Androuet’s “Guide de Fromage”, the
‘bible’ for cheese lovers, lists over 100
different ones across the 5 flavour range
classification that goes from Mild to
Extremely Pronounced or Sharp Flavour.
And that’s just from France!

MINAS CHEESE OR QUEIJO
MINAS?
But, back to Minas. Recently we saw
a documentary called “O Mineiro e o
Queijo” which told the story of the long
battle cheesemakers in a few areas of
Minas had to get their handcrafted queijo
minas, made from raw, unpasteurized
milk from their cows, recognized by
the bureaucrats in Brazil. First they got
IPHAN to recognize their cheese as a ‘bem
imaterial nacional’ in 2008. In 2012 the
INPI approved the cheese handcrafted in
Serro and a part of the Serra da Canastra
as an ‘Indicação Geográfica’ rather like the
DOC system for Italian wines. And finally
the Ministry of Agriculture has just agreed
that these hand crafted cheeses could now
be sold outside the State of Minas: not just
as fresh cheeses, but also and much more
important, nicely matured. Up to now all
cheeses, industrial and otherwise, could
only be sold locally unless they had a SIF
stamp from the Ministry of Agriculture.
To do so they had to comply with the over
900 articles of the rules controlling the
Sanitary Inspection of Products of Animal
Origin. Even if they wanted to, they

EWA PROCTER
wouldn’t bother, the cost/benefit being
heavily on the cost side. Not so, of course,
for industrial cheese makers.

If you are looking for a different kind of
entertainment, but still something most
enjoyable… contact Raul de Orofino!

A ‘BIG CHEESE’ IN SERRA DA
CANASTRA

A couple of weeks ago, I had the opportunity
of again watching this entertainer at a very
small place called Atelier Graham Ferreira,
on Rua do Mercado, 35 – first floor, Rio de
Janeiro. This place sells men and women’s
clothes, as well as exclusive furniture on
which the audience sat. Not a theatre by
any means, but I spent a very entertaining
evening!

Coincidentally, we’d already planned a trip
to Serra da Canastra just after seeing the
video. We’d visited Serra da Canastra years
ago to find the source of the famous São
Francisco River and its first big waterfall
over the edge of the serra. On this trip
we sought out some of the smallholdings
where the real Serra da Canastra cheese
is made. The most accessible is near São
Roque de Minas.
Zé Maria and Romilda are the owners and
cheesemakers. He’s a ‘big cheese’ in the
struggle and features in the film. He looks
after and milks the cows and she makes
the cheese. It’s a daily task soon after the
milking every morning. Romilda was in the
middle of the cheese making when we got
there and showed us the whole process. The
cheese making area, near the farmhouse
and cowshed, is all rustic but spotlessly
clean. Romilda looks like a lab technician
in white overalls, boots, mask and hair net.
She scrubs up before entering. We can’t
enter while cheese making is ongoing but
can watch though the window. The cheese
is all hand made—mixed with rennet,
stirred with stainless steel paddles, drained
and hand squeezed before being molded
and covered with rock salt. All the surplus
liquid is kept to wash the next lot of cheese.
Once set sufficiently, it’s removed from its
mould and set to dry and mature on racks.

Many, many years ago (sorry, but I will not
tell you have many!), I had the chance of
meeting Raul de Orofino during one of his
performances here in Rio de Janeiro. This
was before he moved to Europe, first to Italy
that is the home of his ancestors, and later on
to Portugal; now he lives in Madrid, which
he considers, at least for the time being as
his working base. Raul continues his solo
performances all over Europe, including
Portugal, Italy and England, and he presents
a number of sketches in the language of each
country. He has also been contracted by
different and important companies such as
the Santander Bank and Volkswagen, and
prepares his shows according to the aims of
each client.
But what started Raul de Orofino in his
career was something different: in Brazil,
he was doing what he called “Teatro a
Domicílio”. Loosely translated, it would
be “Theatre at Home” because he takes his
show to his clients’ homes, as entertainment
at a party. As Orofino himself says, he can
perform in small and large rooms, as well
as in auditoriums. He has even performed

on board planes. This is due to the fact that
he carries his own material, very light and
takes up very little room. It consists mostly
of a couple of costumes and a wig. There is
no set. Only the man doing the performance
itself!
The show I saw consisted of four different
sketches, but Orofino has many more.
Some may be considered politically most
incorrect, but still very funny: the first one
deals with a worried father whose daughter
wants to marry a dwarf; the second, a
confused rich woman who does not believe
there is any such thing as poverty; the third
(a very up-to-date theme) has to do with
acquiring a large number of friends through
the Facebook, and in this process being able
to visit places like Paris and Rome on-line,
seeing the different foods offered in each
country, while reality becomes a nuisance
and something with no use whatsoever; and
to end the evening, the sketch is about an
unemployed man who starts by helping an
old lady with her cleaning, and finishes by
becoming a professional! There is implied
criticism in all sketches. It brings to mind
Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881) when he
said: “This shows how much easier it is to be
critical than to be correct.”
This is the kind of performance that is geared
for parties. However, Orofino also deals
with a lot of psychology when presenting
his shows at various firms. In different
sketches, he believes that by using what he
calls “emotional intelligence” in his work he
can help people change their views on their
fellow human beings, thus improving their
lives and the lives of others. He successfully
presented this at many companies in Europe.

Raul de Orofino plans to remain in Brazil
until mid-October. But one never knows…
things may change and he may extend his
stay! If you are interested in checking on his
international career, just search his name on
Google – there is quite a lot.
Raul and I talked for a while on the telephone,
and I asked him whether he performed his
sketches in English. His answer was YES,
and he let me know he’s been doing so since
2008, when a British lady teaching English
in Lisbon while acting and directing, helped
him put his sketches into English. One
curiosity about the English version: in the
sketch about the father whose daughter
wants to marry a dwarf, he takes the part
of Ana the daughter rather than that of the
father.
So, if you would like to contract Orofino
for a performance, this being either at
your home or at your firm, call 22868990 or send an e-mail to get further
information to <contato@rauldeorofino.
com>. Unfortunately, I am unable to give
you any prices; it would all depend on the
client’s wishes, location, etc. The good
thing is, you don’t not have to go out of an
evening, because Raul does house calls! As
I said in the title of this article, it is “Theatre
at Home” (Teatro a Domicílio). Raul hopes
to remain in Rio until the end of October, as
he has already contacted some firms to do
presentations at their offices.
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and a Board Member of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga

And then to the tasting: Zé and Romilda
gave us cheese at different stages of maturity
to try washed down with some local cachaça
(not his, no sugar cane in the hills). What
was it like? Now you don’t have to traipse
all the way to the Serra da Canastra but just
pop in to a good deli somewhere in Zona
Sul (not the supermarket!) and try the real
thing for yourself and then tell me ….
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THEN!
AL PRATT ON ROCK IN RIO 2011
The cool thing about Rock Street
is that it is very artist oriented—we
were all treated with much respect
and consideration, there were all
sorts of street artists there, not just
musicians doing a busking thing. It
was really quite an experience for me
to hang with those folks and watch
them do their acts: fortune tellers,
jugglers, dancers, Dixieland, all sorts
of performers. I was amazed at the
audience reaction—I figured I would
just be like elevator or background
music, considering how many people
were milling around and walking
through Rock Street. But people
stopped and really listened…I
mean really listened!
One scene stands out in my memory.
I was doing a Don McLean tune
“Vincent” (aka “Starry, Starry
Night”) which has always had a lot
of significance to me personally, but
it’s a very quiet song. I crawled out
on a limb to do it in such a noisy
atmosphere, but for some reason I
thought it would be worth trying.
There is a place in the song where
there is a musical pause and the
lyrics say “...But I could have told
you Vincent, this world was never
meant for one was beautiful as you.”
I was fully prepared to hear all sorts
of hubbub and noise in that pause,
but it was totally quiet—you could
have heard a pin drop! No one was
testing microphones, no one was
talking, everyone was silent, hanging
on to every word and every note. It
was definitely one of those “magic
moments” that makes an artist’s life
worthwhile!
I saw then that folks are going to Rock
in Rio to hear music; they weren’t
there to socialize and fool around, it
was all about music, and I expect it to
be the same this year.
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STEVE YOLEN ON ROCK IN RIO
2011
For River Country (a trio at RiR 2011:
Peter Warner from Washington DC,
Tony Lupidi from Ohio, and me from
Manhattan), Rock in Rio 2011 was
sort of the impossible dream come
true, since none of the three were/are
full-time musicians — and literally
every one of the other hundreds of
performers at the 7-day event was/
is. In a way, you could say we are a
product of Rio’s American Society,
because that’s how the three of us
hooked up originally here in Rio.
We got to hang out and play with
some world-class musicians, dancers
and the like and were treated as
stars, name on dressing room and
everything. Couldn’t ask for a
better venue or audience for the 35
presentations over seven days we put
on at Rock Street, part of the street
“busking” performances idealized by
our good friend and great musician
(acoustic bass) Bruce Henri (another
American), producer of Rock Street.
Turned out that Roberto Medina
(founder of the event) loves the banjo
and demanded a band with a banjo
player.
Strangely, our best-received performances were on RiR’s Heavy Metal
date — while waiting for the
Metallica show at midnight, literally
hundreds of black-clad “metaleiros”
with piercings in the most amazing
places crowded around our little
playing space, urging on our acoustic
American bluegrass traditional street
performances, about as far away from
Heavy Metal as you can get. That was
RiR 2011.
IF NOT THEN NOR NOW, THEN
WHEN?
[Editor’s Note] The organizers of
RiR did not see fit to request the
presence of Rice N Beans on stage
or on street in either 2011 or 2013,

notwithstanding rumours to the
contrary recently circulating around
The British School. OTOH, Andy
Casterton, TBS’s Music Director, did
go both times. His unblinking and
unblemished blog report on 2011
includes this: “We caught a great band
on Rock Street - well worth a listen.”
Go here: <http://whatwedidinrio.
blogspot.com.br/2011/09/what-wedid-at-rock-in-rio.html>. Andy’s exclusive report on this year follows
below.

NOW!
VERONICA AND KEVIN
DANCING IN THE DARK.

American Society Rio members
Kevin Perri, from Matawan NJ
and his Carioca wife Veronica,
were actually called up on stage by
BRUCE! Their signs said “Matawan
my Hometown” and “Exit 120”—
which, as every Jerseyite knows,
is the exit off the Garden State
Parkway nearest to Bruce’s home
town. Veronica bought tickets for the
show, to make up for Kevin having
had to sell one he’d bought 10 years
ago to save up to move to Rio with
Veronica. The story about BRUCE
inviting audience up on stage made
O Globo the day after the show,
but of course, never having heard

of Matawan, the reporter claimed
his sign said “Mariland”. We attach
photographic proof to the contrary, and
more, courtesy of Kevin and Veronica’s
Facebook page—check them out.
ANDY CASTERTON ON 2013
I joined in again this year. How could
a music teacher let such a spectacle
happen under his nose without joining
in? I was so glad I did. I made the
pilgrimage on each of the Saturdays
- and ended each night at the ‘Palco
Mundo’ watching the headlining acts Muse on the first Saturday and Bruce
Springsteen on the second.
But before I mention the megastars I should really begin by mentioning
my afternoon stroll down Rock Street
(which had a decidedly British flavour
this year). Sao Paulo Beatles tribute ‘All
You Need Is Love’ performed from the
roof of the VisitBritain stand recreating
the Apple Studios’ Saville Row concert
of 1969. The Rock Street stage itself
had a varied programme that was
enormous fun and it was well worth
sticking around to take in the festival
within. A highlight for me was the
Rock Street Big Band tearing up some
standards to encourage the afternoon
revellers - their arrangement of ‘Lady
Madonna’ was a riot!
OK - and so to the gargantuan main
stages. I honestly loved it all but The
Offspring (Palco Sunset) proved that
they had nothing to prove whatsoever.
and Florence (and the machine)
demonstrated that she deserved the
high billing of the support slot to Muse,
but I didn’t get a sense that theirs was
a gig they had come specifically to
Rio to knock out - as far as they were
concerned, they could have been
anywhere. I bet it was different when
they played Cornwall.
So, onto The Boss! Blimey. He’s a lesson
from beginning to end on how to be a
bandleader with the universe under
his thumb. I’ve never experienced

such a huge wave of happiness and
excitement generated so quickly - his
set began with Raul Seixas ‘Sociedade
Alternativa’ and it was so exciting to
hear him open his gig in Portuguese
with the band hitting it for six. Every
one of them worked with every ounce
of their passion until the very end,
some 2 hours and 40 minutes later.
Loved it!
AL PRATT ON ROCK IN RIO 2013
“BUS2BUSKING”

Al Pratt Bus2Busking

I shared the title of “Terminal Bus King”
wait... that sounds er... fatal... hmmm
ok let’s use “King of the Bus Terminal”
instead. Anyway, I shared the spot
with Cecelo Frony (Cecelo Frony Trio
and previously Terra Molhada) with
the help of our Rock in Rio producer
Paloma Couto. It was straight street
busking, no amplification, totally
acoustic. It’s been a while since I’ve
done that sort of thing but after a
slight adjustment period I settled into
the groove. There was a big difference
between being “in” Rock in Rio and
“out”, at the terminal: people were most
concerned about getting “in”, they
were buying the shuttle tickets and/or
on their way to the shuttle bus so we

didn’t get much of
a chance to get a
crowd. We finally
settled on a spot by
the ticket window,
all
the
other
places were either
too noisy or too
crowded. Cecelo
was playing an
Ovation 12-string
and I was playing
6-string with a
harmonica
in
a rack à la Bob
Dylan. Cecelo has Al Pratt and Cecelo Frony at
a great repertoire, Terminal Alvorada.
he’s a “B-side”
man, favoring the B-side of the hit 45
rpm records instead of the hits; I stuck
with the hits and my own songs.
One big difference I noted in the
crowd, comparing with the crowd
from RiR 2011, is that some classic
rock songs from the 60’s and 70’s didn’t
strike a chord with the younger folks;
they seemed to have lost that link with
the roots. For example, the song “Like
a Rolling Stone” by Bob Dylan was
recognized by nearly everyone in RiR
2011, but this year people didn’t even
blink! That was a bit disconcerting
at first but I soldiered on and was
rewarded by some appreciative nods
and a thumbs up or two from a few
of the more enlightened rockers on
their way through the terminal. But
I think that once inside the Rock in
Rio grounds people got into the vibe
more.
When I visited Rock Street the crowd
was hot and receptive. I had the
great pleasure of watching Orquestra
Voadora on Rock Street’s main stage,
and I also met some of the pipers from
Brasil Caledonia, first class act if you
get a chance to hear them sometime.
I missed hearing Sensessional, the
Irish Pub songs band, but I heard
they were also excellent. The Rock
Street Big Band is definitely worth
hearing if you get the chance later
on, and I also caught Rodrigo Santos’
show which I really enjoyed. So
obviously there was a big difference
in the vibe between the “in” crowd
and the “out” crowd. Our purpose in
doing the busking gig in the terminal
was to sort of start creating the vibe
for the visitors; I think we fulfilled
that purpose. It was good for me as
I have a couple of gigs coming up in
the US as a one-man show and I can’t
think of a better way to prepare than
an actual “in the trenches” type gig
such as this one.
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Leonard and Natalie Pegler,
British citizens resident in Vargem
Pequena on the western outskirts of
Rio de Janeiro, have just celebrated
a most significant milestone: 60
years of wedded bliss!

The Umbrella has learned from
their daughter Karen, who is the
Secretary at Christ Church, that
It all started when Gaynor Smith,
the BCS Secretary across the hall,
mentioned a website where you fill
in a form with information on the
couple and request a letter, which is
duly sent by Royal Mail to arrive on
the exact date of the anniversary.
Karen also managed to coax a brief
history of the couple out of her
father, which we publish below.
“We first met at the Salisbury Rooms
from where I offered to take Natalie
home in my 1934 Austin 10. On
August, 29 th 1953, after several
months’ courtship we married at
Breamore Church, at Breamore,
(Fordingbridge, Hants)
Shortly after this event, I was posted
to Malaysia and Natalie sailed out
to rejoin me on board Her Majesty’s
Troopship “Windrush”. During our
more than two years spell, our son
Nigel was born at the Singapore
Military Hospital.
We returned to the UK on board the
“Windrush” and as luck would have

& Salvador. Finally, from 1997 to 2006
I was General Counsel in Brazil for
Raytheon, resident in Rio though often
in the Amazon.

QE: When did you first arrive in Brazil?

AP: I love fiction, and started
experimenting with writing it as early
as high school. I developed this a bit
more in the Peace Corps and by 1984
I had a few stories good enough to be
awarded a Fellowship in Fiction by the
Massachusetts Artists Foundation.

AP: From 1969 to 1973 I was a Peace
Corps Volunteer in Brazil, first in
Espírito Santo, working with a rural
electrification cooperative; then in
Bahia and Ceara, scouting out sites for
volunteers and helping in volunteer
training. My wife Brenda was a PCV in
Bahia - we met in 1971.
Greetings from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

it, I was posted to the Royal Naval
Engineering College at Plymouth my home town.
In 1958, I purchased my release from
the Royal Navy and joined Rolls
Royce Ltd. who in June 1960 posted
me to Brasil in support of the Rolls
Royce power plants in operation at
the time. For almost one year I lived
in Brasilia (as a pioneer), following
which I moved to Rio de Janeiro
when the extended runway at Galeão
was completed
At that point Natalie, Carol and
Nigel joined me at our rented flat in
Ipanema. Daughter Karen was born
at the Strangers´ Hospital on March,
24th.1966. Carol, Nigel and Karen
attended the British and American
Schools, with the former returning
to the UK to complete her education.
In 1977 I changed Rolls Royce for
VARIG AIRINES, “finally retiring”
in 1991. Natalie and I were both
active within the BCS until we

moved out to the Western Zone
of Rio de Janeiro, which made the
distance a problem; getting to and
from Várzea Pequena and Botafogo
is quite a challenge.
We now live quietly in Várzea
Pequena, sharing our time with
our daughters who live in Rio, and
of course our two Great Dane dogs,
three aviaries and six tortoises.”
In case any Umbrella readers
know of any other British or
Commonwealth citizen who is
approaching a significant milestone
in their lives (and by “significant”
we mean 100 years of age or 60
years of marriage) the website for
royal anniversary letters is:
< h t t p : / / w w w . r o y a l .
gov.uk/HMTheQueen/
Q u e e n an d anniv e r s ar y m e ss ag e s /
We d d i n g a n n i v e r s a r i e s /
Weddinganniversaries.aspx>.

QE: After that?
AP: From 1973-78 I finished law
school and practiced law in Chicago.
Starting in 1978 I practiced law with
Baker & McKenzie in Rio de Janeiro
while Brenda worked with Fr. Leising
in the Rio slums and, later, taught at
OLM. After some time at home, our
next stint in Brazil began in 1985,
when Brenda and I were lay missioners
with the Franciscans/Maryknoll in
Tocantins, working with subsistence
farmers. From 1992-96 I directed
Catholic Relief Services’ office in Recife
and then directed a USAID program
for at-risk youth in Fortaleza, Recife

QE: And the writing? As I know all
too well, most lawyers don’t write
fiction and neither do most Peace
Corps Volunteers.

QE: Why short stories?
AP: Short stories are wonderful,
because they can capture a person, an
incident, a moment in time. They are
highly crafted - every word and motion
is important.
QE: “A Hero for the People” has
stories set in all those places you lived
in and visited, right?
AP: In most of them, yes. Each story
is prefaced by a date, which is the
time setting, not the date of writing.
For instance, ”Famine” is set in 1970
because there was a terrible drought
then in the sertão and people could
grow no food. Also, Brazil has changed
so much over the years, it is important

to know when the stories took place.
QE: You’ve done other writing as well?
AP: I’m the author of a novella called
“The Book of Jotham” which won the
Tuscany Press 2012 Novella Award)
and is available in book form from
Press53 or as an eBook from Amazon.
I’m also the Editor of http://www.
catholicfiction.net/.
QE: Thanks for letting us reprint
“Famine”. Where can we find “A Hero
for the People”?
AP: Go to http://www.press53.com/
BioArthurPowers.html. It’s not yet
available as an eBook, but we’re
working on that. And the next time
I’m in Rio, I’d be pleased to autograph
copies….

Author! Author!

DIAMOND JUBILEE

Not only that, but they have also
received a most signal document.
On August 29 th this year an
envelope from Buckingham Palace
arrived, and inside was nothing
less than a letter signed “Elizabeth
R” which states: “I am so pleased to
know that you are celebratig your
Diamond Wedding Anniversary
on 29 th August, 2013. I send my
congratulations and best wishes to
you on such a special occasion.”

Arthur Powers is a former long term
resident of Rio de Janeiro, who has
just published a book of short stories
set in many parts of Brazil: “A Hero for
the People”, published by Press53. The
Quondam Editor has known Art for
many years and was so fascinated by all
the stories that he obtained permission
to reprint one of them in The Umbrella.

October

12th, 2013
Cocktails from
19:00 hrs.
Sheraton Hotel

Rua Dolores Carvalho Vasconcelos 100,
Bairro Glória, Macaé

Ceilidh to Iain MacPhail´s accordion

Buffet supper, Drambuie, whisky, beer, wine, disco, pipers

Tickets
Macaé: Rob McInnes (22) 8138 3376
Kilt or
Rio: Suzan: (21) 8121 5407
smart casual
THE UMBRELLA CONGRATULATES THE HAPPY COUPLE!
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PRICE:
R$150

Thanks to our Sponsors:
MOGA, IRM Services, Rig Project Solutions, PWC and York Research
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FAMINE (1970)

CARIOCA STYLE

© 2013 by Arthur Powers

Around the town

“Son of a whore!”

NAN CARIOCA

The driver slammed his fist down on the steering wheel of
the stalled truck. The boy on the seat beside him looked
up, frightened by his anger, frightened by the fear he sensed
lurking beneath the anger. He watched the driver with
wide-opened eyes.

Short Story

“Do?”
The word galvanized the driver into action. He reached
under the seat and brought out a flashlight, a wrench, and a
short iron bar. He pushed the door part way open, paused
a moment, then reached back across the cabin and opened
the glove compartment. He took out the revolver and put it
in the boy’s hands.
“Hold this,” the driver said. Then he pushed against the door
and swung to the ground. For an instant the boy saw him
standing there in the dusk, knees bent, his lithe body ready
to fight, the iron bar clutched in his fist like a club. Then he
slammed the door and moved quickly around to the front of
the truck, opening its snub-nosed hood.
The boy sat holding the gun, huge and heavy and awkward
in his hands. He was sweating. The windows were closed
against thick masses of tiny buzzing insects, but a few had
gotten in anyway and they hovered around his eyes and ears
with thin, irritating whining. The rain had started just three
days ago, he knew – after how long? – bringing with it night
heat and bugs and dark skies that closed out moon and stars.
But not bringing food. Not yet.
And that was what they were carrying – food. In the shiny
aluminum square back of the truck, inside the rear doors,
doors padlocked against thieves and marauders, it lay
stacked in boxes. Boxes of food for the black markets in the
northeast, the drought land, where people were willing to
pay twice, three times the prices in São Paulo. Their fortune.
But the truck had broken down. He could hear the wrench
moving under the hood, searching futilely, a lost metallic
ringing. Then the driver’s hand appeared over the edge of
the hood and slammed it shut, and the driver, looking once
behind him warily, came back and opened his door and
swung up into his seat. A swarm of insects followed him
into the cabin.
“What is it?” the boy asked.
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It is that time of the year — and about to
change in just a minute: the daylight reaches
farther through the nude trees. Many of
them are “amendoeira” trees, planted in
the beginning of the XX century by the
Canadian energy company, which was
responsible for supplying light, therefore
also opening the first mesh of streets from
the city centre to its outskirts.

“Son of a whore,” the driver repeated, but this time quietly,
intensely. He turned and looked out the window, and the
boy looked too, out over the flat, barren land, still visible in
the twilight, empty to the distant hills except for half starved
scrub trees. Empty, but – the boy knew – not empty.
“What are we going to do?” the boy asked. It was a while
since the sun had set behind the distant hills, and it was
quickly growing dark. The lone paved highway stretched
straight north in front of them, south behind them, its two
lanes also empty.

The driver threw the wrench and iron pipe on the floor and
muttered something. “Fuel line,” the boy thought it was, but
it didn’t matter. Whatever it was, they wouldn’t be able to fix

Palácio Laranjeiras

it. The boy sat, still holding the gun in his sweating hands,
drops of sweat running down inside his shirt, his forehead
and neck drenched, the insects angry in his eyes, his ears.
The driver moved. They boy looked up and saw two specks of
light – headlights – far ahead. “Thank God,” the driver said,
and he felt along the seat, picking up the flashlight. He swung
his door open again and jumped down onto the road, turning
on the flashlight and waving it, came back to the cabin, reached
in and blinked the truck’s headlights twice, then was back out
on the road, dancing around, flashlight in hand. The open
door let slightly cooler air in, and the boy gave up fighting the
insects and rolled down his window, feeling almost cool in his
sweat, feeling better. The headlights were drawing close now;
the driver waved the flashlight again. The headlights came on
fast, then passed in a flash, and the boy saw it was a truck, a
blue-bodied snub-nosed Mercedes truck just like their own.
And then it was gone, and they heard the dying whine of the
other truck’s engine as it sped south.
***
They saw the first figure just after eleven o’clock.
It flitted off to their left, a thin darkness against the darkness,
and the boy probably wouldn’t have noticed it at all except
that the driver suddenly tensed and the boy looked where he
was looking. A quick flitting, then it was gone.
“Give me the gun,” the driver said.
The boy handed it to him, glad to be rid of the dead, heavy
weight.
“Close your window,” the driver said.
The boy closed it most of the way. The insects had died
down, but the night was humid, hot. He left it open a few
inches at the top.

The shed leaves are carpeting the sidewalks
and the asphalt lanes with hues of yellow, red
and brown. The temperature is amenable;
one doesn’t run from one refrigerated point
to another, trying to escape the heat. The
sky is of a cloudless blue, an open invitation
to walk and appreciate the architecture, the
landscape and the seascape.
As it is, we are reminded of the Carioca
journalist, João do Rio, as João Paulo
Barreto was known. A prolific writer at the
beginning of last century, he inserted the
results of his street observations into his
narratives for newspapers. Back then, the
popular periodicals carried only about four
to eight pages, with poems, a few articles
with short titles, no subtitles and there
was little commitment to reality. João do
Rio wrote what he saw, giving it cause and
consequence.
His Rio de Janeiro was in transformation,
the industrial era took then capital of
Brazil by storm and changed it. Colonial
Portuguese architecture — of which there
are only a few examples in the city centre
nowadays — was transformed into baroque
and neo-classical, resulting in an eclectic
blend, with additions and touches by the
locals.
A good example of these buildings is
located on Rua Pinheiro Machado (no
street number is needed). It belongs to a
complex structure once owned by a wealthy
family — the Guinles. Now it is under
government administration and listed by
the Institute of National Historical and

Artistic Heritage (INPHA). Two palaces
are there: Palácio Guanabara and Palácio
Laranjeiras. The subject of our musings is
Palácio Laranjeiras, with its neo-classical
style. The façade is inspired by the famous
Monte Carlo Casino, without one of its
side towers. The outside adornments are of
classic French inspiration. The floor plan
comprises three sections: the residential
part and that for services each occupy
one side of the central main area, which is
reserved for social gatherings.
The palace is fairly famous, and has become
much more in the past two/three months:
it should be the residence of the Governor
of Rio de Janeiro State, but his Excellency
has declined this prerogative and prefers
to hang out in Leblon, with a lovely view
of the sea. Since the beginning of the
demonstrations that erupted around the
country in June, many unhappy members
of the population picket his residence day
in, day out, making their protests.

His rate-paying neighbours in Leblon
ask: “Why oh why doesn’t the Governor
live in Rua Pinheiro Machado, his official
address?” An equal number of Laranjeiras
denizens surely must be praying that he
doesn’t move with family and canine to the
official abode. The latter should not worry,
for it seems that the Palácio Laranjeiras,
with its artful gardens and statuettes,
famous paintings and mosaics, has little or
no appeal for his Excellency.
For those who like history and architecture,
Palácio Laranjeiras is not open for visits,
but if you are curious about it, you can find
a good description and elegant views at
<http://www.hugodias.com.br/clientes/gov/
v6/laranjeiras/index.html>. Or perhaps you
can just stroll along the amendoeira-lined
avenue, when there are no protesters and
police, and appreciate the view from afar.
Nancy de Lustoza Barros e Hirsch

“Is your door locked?” the driver asked.
The boy tested the knob with his fingers. “Yes,” he said.
They sat in silence for a minute, and then the boy thought he
saw another figure off to the right, then another. Circling.
Closing in tighter.
***
TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY OFFICE:
TEL: 21 2539-6695 EMAIL: BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR
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OCTOBER
04 Art and Social Transformation (Jubilee Hall)
05 TBS PTA International Festival (Botafogo)
10 American Society HAPPY HOUR (Saloon 79)
12 SAS & MOGA Macae ceilidh Sheraton Macae
15 SAS Paissandu ceilidh Paissandu club
18 & BCS Caledonian ceilidh Jubilee Hall Botafogo
20 InC Sunset Happy Hour Barra (La Holandaise)
29 InC Annual General Meeting (Zona Sul)

Calendar

NOVEMBER
08 RBL Gala Poppy Dinner
10 RBL Remembrance Service (CC)
15 Proclamation of Republic, national holiday
DECEMBER
01 AmSoc Thanksgiving Lunch
05 TBS Carol Service (CC & Jubilee Hall)
07 WDA bazaar (Jubilee Hall)
09 SCM concert (CC)
14 BCS Christmas Party (Jubilee Hall)
15 Carols by Candlelight CC
16 SCM Sing-along Messiah (CC)
25 Christmas – Family Communion CC

Every Tuesday morning:
InC morning cafézinhos

In Memoriam

Every Tuesday evening:
SAS Scottish Dancing @ Paissandu (April-October)
Every Second and Third Thursday:
InC evening events
Every Third Wednesday
Canadian Happy Hour @ Amir
*Key to Abbreviations (alphabetical):
AmSoc = American Society
BCS = British and Commonwealth
CC = Christ Church
EARJ = American School
InC = International Club of Rio
OLM = Our Lady of Mercy School
RBL = Royal British Legion
RIS = Rio International School
SAS = St. Andrews Society
SCM = Society of Choral Music
TBS = The British School
WDA = Women’s Diocesan Association

Every Tuesday morning:
WDA make marmalade, chutney

Charity Cole

It is with great sadness that we communicate the passing away of Charity Cole. I have received
a card from Sally Cole, daughter of Desmond and Charity, to say that her mother passed away
in May, aged 91, in California. Charity was as wonderful as her name. Carioca born, she wed
Desmond, Headmaster at The British School Rio de Janeiro in the 60s. He went on to become
Head of Escola Americana, and both these schools benefitted vastly from his charisma and
vision. On Desmond’s death in 2008 his pioneering role in the establishment of the International
Baccalaureate Programme was recognised the world over.
In her own right, Charity stood as tall as Desmond, and was much loved for her remarkable
spirit, her interest in others and her heart full of love. We all know what’s behind every successful
man, and such a one was Charity. The picture is typical of her: a lovely old lady looks back at us
with bright eyes, her face reflecting a lifetime of smiles.
She is survived by her children Tom, Peter and Sally.
[by Liz Wynn-Jones]
I had the pleasure of meeting Charity and Annette Armour her sister-in-law
(Desmond´s sister) in 2011 on a week long painting trip in the Amazon on board the
“Otter”. She was a delightful person, very intelligent and kept up with all of us on the
walks and in and out of the canoe. Here is a photo with Charity on the right, Annette
in the center and a painting friend, Jan on the left. If anyone would like to contact
Annette I have her address and e-mail
[by Julie Reid]

ADVERTISE IN THE UMBRELLA

THE OFFICIAL ENGLISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER IN RIO
TEL: 21 2539-6695 EMAIL: BCSRIO@BCSRIO.ORG.BR

Classified ads
SERVICES

Analytical or Short-Term PSYCHOTHERAPY - VIVIANE RICHARDSON.
experience with expatriated and cross-cultural issues. Lived
many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA. BrazilianBritish CLINICAL Psychologist (license:crP-05.33022). MAster OF
arts, Aberdeen University, UK. master of LINGUISTICS • bilingualism, PUC-Rio. appointment by phone (21) 9966.9494
or e-mail: vivianerichardson@gmail.com
Russian language lessons - Native speaker, specialist in Russian Cultural History, offers private lessons for English speakers. Attends all Zona Sul. For more information please contact
via e-mail: elenamaia7@gmail.com; or telephone: 8854-3809

BUYING AND SELLING

In Memoriam

Michael Edward Crawshaw

Mike was born on the 29th August 1930. He was the younger of two brothers born in Sao Paulo. He studied at Saint Paul’s School. Mike
worked for Souza Cruz his whole working life, starting in Recife. He then moved to Belohorizonte, Belem and Rio de Janeiro. He later
worked for BAT in London and was transferred to Freetown in Sierra Leone and back to Rio. His success led him to become President
of Sousa Cruz from which he retired in 1989. Mike enjoyed life to the full. He was a keen fisherman, a good golfer and loved nature.
Mike passed away on 15th July 2013 following a fall, which led to other health issues and finally his death. The family has received many
sympathy emails, texts and notes from around the world, most of them making reference to Mike’s infamous caipirinhas and his capacity
of livening up a party. He is greatly missed by his brother, daughters, grandchildren, nieces and nephew, friends, and his faithful dog,
Kaiser.
[daughter Jenny Grey]

SELLING – Jockey Club Brasileiro membership. Includes usage of
Gavea and Centro sites. R$ 20.000,00. Contact Luiz: 21 8801-5608.
SELLING – Electric 3 wheel adult scooter w/seat perfect for
leisure and/or housing estate security rounds: R$1.800,00; Casio
CT-700 Keyboard R$300,00. Open to offers. Noreen 2259-1666
nlvanderput@gmail.com

REAL ESTATE
SALE - BARRA DA TIJUCA – VISTTA LAGUNA - 2 MILLION
Breathtaking lagoon views, 175m2, 4 bedrooms, 3 suites, 1bathroom, prime location, 2 parking spaces, big varanda,pools,
recreation grounds, kid spaces Contact: (021) 9388-2713 / 2537-5661
naluafonso@gmail.com
APARTMENT SAO CONRADO – 260 M, 3 BEDROOMS ( 2 SUITES),BALCONIES,
VIEW ON THE OCEAN AND MOUNTAIN, 24 HOUR SECURITY, PLAYGROUND,
FULL GYM, POOL, JENNY (21) 81530357
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Letter to the Editor
DEADLINE

for our November 2013 issue
is Monday, 21st October

Re Lilian Rolfe: Last issue (pages 14 and 15) you were
so kind as to publish an appeal for information about the
Rio years (1930s) of Lilian Rolfe, a heroine of Britain’s
WWII Strategic Operations Executive (SOE). Details
about her parents George and Alexandra Rolfe would help
enormously. We are making good progress identifying the
dancing ladies pictured in that issue, and hope to hear from
you if you think you know who any of the Cocktail Girls
might be. The hunt for information still goes on; if you
would like to take part, please contact Liz Wynn-Jones on
<wynjones@terra.com.br>.
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The	
  	
  Royal	
  Bri-sh	
  Legion	
  –	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  Branch	
  
	
  
Invites	
  you	
  to	
  a:end	
  

Our	
  Pres(gious	
  	
  Poppy	
  	
  Dinner	
  	
  
In	
  the	
  Blue	
  Room	
  	
  
Copacabana	
  Palace	
  Hotel	
  
	
  
on	
  Friday	
  	
  8th	
  November	
  2013	
  
Cocktails	
  from	
  7.30	
  pm	
  
Dinner	
  at	
  	
  9.00	
  pm	
  prompt	
  
	
  
Tickets	
  R$	
  175	
  per	
  person	
  –	
  e	
  ight	
  tables	
  of	
  ten	
  persons	
  
Tickets	
  include	
  cocktails,	
  dinner	
  and	
  beverages.	
  

Due	
  to	
  ‘Lei	
  Seca’	
  we	
  encourage	
  safety	
  	
  and	
  	
  travel	
  by	
  taxi	
  
Tickets	
  from	
  Colin	
  Reed	
  and	
  Judi	
  Maura	
  
colinrd41@gmail.com	
  	
  to	
  7th	
  October	
  	
  
colinj.reed@virgin.net	
  	
  fm	
  	
  8th	
  October	
  
judi.maura@gmail.com	
  
bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br	
  

	
  
	
  
We	
  wish	
  to	
  remind	
  that	
  the	
  Service	
  of	
  R	
   emembrance	
  will	
  take	
  place	
  at	
  
Christ	
  Church,	
  Rua	
  Real	
  Grandeza	
  99,	
  Botofogo	
  ,	
  
Sunday	
  	
  10th	
  November	
  	
  at	
  10.30	
  am	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
   	
  -‐	
  helping	
  those	
  who	
  have	
  served	
  and	
  their	
  dependents	
  
The	
  Royal	
  BriLsh	
  	
  Legion	
  –	
  Rio	
  de	
  Janeiro	
  	
  Branch	
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